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1 Introduction

For my semester project as part of my master in mechanical engineering, I was mandated to
study the behavior of Nano Electromechanical Systems (NEMS) and more specifically LAMB
wave resonators through numerical simulations under the supervision of Guillermo Villanueva
and Muhammad faizan. NEMS resonators are already well used in smartphones, and will be
even more needed with the emergence of 5G wireless communication systems. This is a device
in which source of electricity is injected in piezoelectric electrodes which induces displacement
of these latter. This induces high frequency displacements that allow to create acoustic waves
which are trapped in the device and thus resonate if well controlled.

Numerical simulations are very interesting to predict the performances of the resonator.
Indeed, the goal is to find the parameters of the NEMS that allow the best possible efficiencies,
measured mainly by the electromechanical coupling coefficient k2

t and the quality factor Q.
Using simulations allow to do that without having to build a new NEMS in clean room and
test it experimentally each time a parameter is changed, which would be both expansive and
time consuming. Even if simulations make things much easier regarding these matters, several
challenges remain. First of all, simulations need to be reliable, which depends highly on the
quality of the mesh used. The computation time should also be reduced: the mesh shouldn’t
be too fine and the geometries not too complex. The numerical simulations are performed
with Comsol Multiphysics. The main goals of the project are to reduce the computing time of
the simulations and to study the behavior of the quality factor depending on the geometry of
the LAMB wave resonator. The studies described in this project all focus on the SH0 mode
characterized in detail in Vincent Thommen report [2].
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2 First part: reducing the computation time

The first part of this project consists in reducing the computation time of simulations by
simulating only a quarter or half of a LAMB wave resonator while still maintaining the reliability
of the simulation as it was done in the study from Andrea Lozzi et al. [3]. The functioning of
the LAMB wave resonator has been explained in detail in Christin Roth report [1].

2.1 Geometry

The model used was the same as the one used by Vincent Thommen in its semester project
[2] (Fig. 1) with the same materials and boundary conditions, with the following parameters
(Table 1). First of all, only a quarter (Fig. 5 (a)) of the original model was simulated. It was
done by cutting the original geometry along the red and the blue lines shown in Fig. 1. As it
was noticed that there is almost no stresses or displacements in the lateral part of the frame
(Fig. 3), this part was cut along the black line shown in Fig. 1 (a) in order to reduce more the
computation time. The same operation was performed later for the half model (Fig. 6).

Parameter Expression Value
sub_length 10*wavelength 1.2E-4 m
sub_width 5*wavelength 6E-5 m
sub_thickness 1/30*wavelength 4E-7 m
anchor_l par_anchor_l*wavelength 2.4E-5 m
anchor_w par_anchor_w*wavelength 2.4E-5 m
metal_thickness 0.100[um] 1E-7 m
bus_width 0.5*wavelength 6E-6 m
finger_length 99[um] 9.9E-5 m
finger_width 0.33*(wavelength/2) 1.98E-6 m
reflector_width 0.5*(finger_width) 9.9E-7 m
gap 9[um] 9E-6 m
wavelength 12[um] 1.2E-5 m
width_sides (wavelength*1) 1.2E-5 m
length_sides 100[um] 1E-4 m
potential 5[V] 5 V
par_anchor_w 2 2
par_anchor_l 2 2
foi 281.3e6 2.813E8

Table 1: Dimensions of the original device
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 1: (a) Original model with its horizontal symmetry axis (in blue) and its vertical sym-
metry axis (in red); this model was cut along the red and the blue lines to simulate only a
quarter of it and then along the black line to reduce the computation time. (b) The region in
blue represents the active part of the resonator, where the acoustic waves are produced. (c)
Denomination of the dimensions of the device [1].

2.2 Reliability of the simulation

To ensure the quality of the simulation, we first need to get the frequencies fs and fp with
an harmonic analysis ("frequency domain" study in Comsol): the admittance depending on
the frequency is plotted (Fig. 2). fs is the resonant frequency, i.e. the frequency at which
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the admittance is maximized (first peak) and fp is the frequency at which the admittance is
minimized (second peak).

Figure 2: Admittance curve of the entire model which was obtained with an harmonic analysis
ranging from 200 MHz to 400 MHz with steps of 2 MHz. The resonant frequency fs is around
282 MHz. Therefore, for the modal analysis, Comsol will be set to look for eigen frequencies
around 282 MHz.

These frequencies allow to calculate the electromechanical coupling coefficient using the
formula: k2

t = π2

4
fp−fs

fp
. This coefficient is related to the conversion rate between electrical

energy and mechanical energy. It is a numerical measure of the conversion efficiency between
electrical and acoustic energy in piezoelectric materials. Thus fs and fp values of the entire
and the quarter geometry are compared. If these frequencies are the same for both geometries,
then the electromechanical coupling coefficient will be the same, which is a first indicator of
the reliability of the simulation.
Once the same k2

t is found for both geometries, their quality factor can be compared. The
quality factor Q represent the loss of energy. The lower Q the more energy is lost. The goal
is to minimize the loss of energy and thus to maximize Q. A modal analysis ("eigenfrequency"
study) around fs allows to find the SH0 mode. Comsol is set to look for 20 eigen frequencies ω
around fs. Looking at these 20 eigen frequencies, it is easy to identify visually the SH0 mode
(resonant frequency) shown in Fig. 3 and characterized in detail by Vincent Thommen [2]. The
quality factor is then calculated using the formula: Q = re(ω)

(2·im(ω)) .
The harmonic and modal analysis were performed using the same mesh for the entire, the

quarter and the half geometry. This is the optimized meshMESH FOR EIG created by Christin
Roth during its semester project [1].

2.3 Boundary conditions

For the quarter and the half geometry, same boundary conditions were used as for the entire
part, which are detailed in Christin Roth report. However, special boundary conditions had to
be added at the cut edges, in order to take into account physical phenoma that occurs in the
parts that were deleted from the original model.
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Figure 3: SH0 mode.

Figure 4: MESH_FOR_EIG

Many simulations were performed applying different boundary conditions at the cutting
planes (blue, red and black lines in Fig. 1) of the quarter and the half geometry:

• (1) Solid mechanics symmetry condition is applied at the y-axis of symmetry of the half
geometry (in blue in Fig. 6 (a))

• (2) Solid mechanics symmetry condition is applied at the x and y axes of symmetry of
the quarter geometry (in blue in Fig. 5 (a))

• (3) Zero charge boundary condition (electrostatics) is applied at the y-axis of symmetry
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(in blue in Fig. 6 (a))

• (4) Zero charge boundary condition (electrostatics) is applied at the x and y axes of
symmetry of the quarter geometry (in blue in Fig. 5 (a))

• (5) Fixed constraint (solid mechanics) is applied at the left cutting line of the frame of
the half and quarter geometry without circular corners (blue cutting line in Fig. 6 (b)
and Fig. 5 (b))

• (6) Fixed constraint (solid mechanics) is applied at the right cutting line of the frame of
the half and quarter geometry without circular corners (blue cutting line in Fig. 6 (c)
and Fig. 5 (c))

Zero charge boundary condition correspond to electrostatics symmetry condition in Comsol
Multiphysics.

The numbers above are used in Table 4 to know which boundary contitions are appplied at
the cut edges for each simulations.

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 5: Boundary conditions of the quarter model. (a) represents the quarter geometry with
circular corners whereas (b) and (c) represents the quarter geometry without circular corners.
The blue lines represents the locations on which the boundary conditions can be applied.
Solid mechanic symmetry and zero charge boundary conditions can be applied in (a). Fixed
constraints can be applied in (b) and (c).
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 6: Boundary conditions of the half part. (a) represents the half geometry with circular
corners whereas (b) and (c) represents the half geometry without circular corners. The blue
lines represents the locations on which the boundary conditions can be applied. Solid mechanic
symmetry and zero charge boundary conditions can be applied in (a). Fixed constraints can
be applied in (b) and (c).

2.4 Results

First of all, the running time is much lower for the quarter and the half models than for the
entire one as shown later in table 5.
In table 4, different boundary conditions defined previously were applied at the cut edges for
each simulation.

When fs and/or fp were different for the cut geometry and the entire one, the quality factor
was not calculated and the study was considered as not reliable, since it means that k2

t is also
different, even if the difference in frequency is not big. As an example, the quality factor of
the quarter geometry with circular corners and boundary conditions (2) and (4) was calculated
even if its frequencies fs and fp were different than for the entire geometry. The k2

t was not
so different (0.45 for the quarter model instead of 0.5 for the the entire one), but the quality
factor was four times lower for the quarter geometry (482.68) than for the entire one (1965.66).

For the quarter model without circular corners, when fixed constraint is added to the left
of the frame (5), the results of the harmonic analysis (fs and fp) are the same and the modal
analysis shows almost no change in quality factor. Same goes for the half model without circular
corners. Indeed, as noticed previously in Fig. 3 there are almost no stresses and displacements
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Geometry and boundary conditions fs fp k2
t Q

Entire geometry 282 354 0.5018 1965.66
Quarter geometry (with circular corners)
(2),(4) 286 350 0.4511 482.68
(2) 286 350 0.4511
Quarter geometry (without circular corners)
(2) 282 352 0.4906
(2),(5) 282 352 0.4906
(2),(5),(6) 286 352 0.4626
Half geometry (with circular corners)
(1),(3) 282 354 0.5018 2669.60
(1) 282 354 0.5018 2669.60
Half geometry (without circular corners)
(1) 282 354 0.5018 3095.47
(1),(5) 282 354 0.5018 3167.93
(1),(5),(6) 282 354 0.5018 2977.01

Table 2: This table present the fs and fp frequencies, the electromechanical coupling coefficient
k2
t and the quality factor Q obtained for different geometries and with different boundary

conditions using always the same MESH_FOR_EIG. Quarter geometries show different k2
t

and quality factors whereas half geometries show same k2
t as for the entire part but different

quality factors.

in this region of the device since it is far away from the resonator body which is the active
part. When fixed constraints is added to the right of the frame (6), a big change occurs in the
resonant frequency fs of the quarter geometry without circular corner (286 MHz instead of 282
MHz). Indeed, this is close to the anchor region, in which acoustic waves propagate.

The zero charge boundary condition (3) and (4) applied at the cut edges doesn’t change
any results of the simulations of the quarter and the half model.

Other boundary conditions were applied at the cut edges such as solid mechanics antisym-
metry boundary condition or ground condition which is applicable at boundaries with respect
to which the electric potential is antisymmetric, but no better results were observed. In further
investigations, boundary conditions at other locations than the cut edges could be added and
some boundary conditions used in the original model could be removed in the half and quarter
models to see if better results can be obtained.

2.4.1 Results for quarter model

For the quarter geometry, the frequency fp is always different than for the entire part, no
matter what boundary conditions were used and no matter if the circular corners were cut or
not (Fig. 5). The simulation of only a quarter of the geometry is considered as not reliable.
This may due to the fact that the mesh optimized for the entire geometry was also used for
the quarter model and it may not be converged for this model. Finer mesh or even totally new
mesh that converge for both geometries should be investigate.

The same analysis were performed for the half geometry.
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2.4.2 Results for the half model

For the half model, frequencies fs and fp, and k2
t are the same as for the entire geometry

no matter if the circular corners were removed or not. However, the quality factors of the
half geometries with and without circular corners were always different than for the entire
geometry, no matter what boundary conditions were applied at the cut edges. Again, the
mesh GEOMETRY_FOR_EIG may not be converged for this geometry. This may also be
explained by the fact that the quality factor is not robust, it is very sensitive. Very small
changes in the geometry or in other parameters will affect the quality factor.

Therefore, it is interesting to investigate the change of the quality factor induced by the
change of geometrical parameters (i.e. the anchor length for example).

2.4.3 Relative difference of the quality factor

In this study, the same geometrical parameter for both the entire and the half geometry
is changed. The relative difference between the quality factor of the entire geometry and the
quality factor of the half geometry is calculated before and after this parameter is changed
using the formula: δQ = Qhalf −Qentire

Qentire
.

Indeed, if this relative difference is always the same, no matter what are the geometrical
dimensions of the model, then by knowing the quality factor of the half model, it is easy to
get the one of the entire geometry. This way, one can easily study the influence of geometrical
parameters on the quality factor using only the half model, which reduces a lot the computation
time.

Different anchor width and anchor length of the entire and the half geometry were used
following the table 3.

For each set of parameters, the quality factors was calculated for the entire part and the half
part. Then, the relative difference between these two quality factor was calculated. The set 1 of
parameter corresponds to the original geometry. Note that par_anchor_w and par_anchor_l

Parameters: par_anchor_w par_anchor_l anchor_w anchor_l
Set 1 2 2 2.4E-5 m 2.4E-5 m
Set 2 3 2 3.6E-5 m 2.4E-5 m
Set 3 3 1 3.6E-5 m 1.2E-5 m
Set 4 1 2 1.2E-5 m 2.4E-5 m

Table 3: Different set of parameters with different anchor length and width used to check
whether the relative difference of the quality factor remain constant.

are only used to tune the anchor width anchor_w and the anchor length anchor_l, respectively,
using the formula: anchor_w = par_anchor_w · λ and anchor_l = par_anchor_l · λ where
λ = 12 um.
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Geometry and set of parameters re(ω) im(ω) Q δQ
Set 1:
Entire part 281.46 0.071594 1965.66
Half part (with circular corners) 281.67 0.052755 2669.60 0.35811614
Set 2:
Entire part 281.53 0.037569 3746.83
Half part (with circular corners) 281.68 0.042843 3287.35 -0.122633409
Set 3:
Entire part 281.52 0.051639 2725.84
Half part (with circular corners) 281.6 0.068082 2068.09 -0.241302043
Set 4:
Entire part 281.24 0.071889 1956.07
Half part (with circular corners) SH0 mode not found

Table 4: This table shows the quality factors and the relative difference of the quality factor
of the half part and the entire part for different set of parameters. The relative difference is
different for each set of parameter.

The relative difference of the quality factor of the half and the entire geometry is different
for the different set of parameters. Again the MESH_FOR_EIG which is optimized and
converged for the original geometry may not converge for the half model.

This study was focusing on the dimensions of the anchor only and it could be interesting to
do the same study on other part of the LAMB wave resonator.

2.4.4 Convergence analysis of the half geometry

As the mesh may be one reason that explains the previous irrelevant results, a convergence
analysis of the original mesh MESH_FOR_EIG is performed for the half geometry. If finite
elements of the mesh are too small, there will be too many, and the simulation will be too
long. On the other hand, if there are not enough elements, the results of the simulation won’t
be reliable. An equilibrium between these two cases need to be found using a convergence
analysis: the quality factor as a function of the size of the mesh is plotted. The quality factor
is obtained with a modal analysis. The mesh is converged and considered as reliable when the
quality factor stay constant as the size of the mesh decreases.

The size of the mesh is defined as : k · 0.083 · λ. A mesh factor of k = 1 corresponds to
the original mesh MESH_FOR_EIG. The mesh is refined by decreasing k (0.3 < k < 1.8).
Small k means fine mesh whereas big k will give coarse mesh. The size of the mesh is changed
only in the critical region of the resonator, i.e the resonator body (with electrodes), the bus
and the anchor.
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Figure 7: Convergence analysis of the half geometry. It is not clear for what mesh factor the
mesh converges, if it does.

The quality factor is constant from k = 1.5 to k = 0.9, then it suddenly increases a lot to
reach a maximum for k = 0.75. From this point, the quality factor keep varying until k = 0.3.
Therefore, if the mesh converges, it is hard to say for what mesh factor k it does. For a matter
of time, the steps for the size of the mesh are big, and the convergence analysis was stopped at
k = 0.3 as the computation time started to get very high.

2.4.5 Computation times

Model Computation Number of Computation time
time eigen frequencies per eigen frequency

Entire geometry 10min04s 15 40.3s
Quarter geometry 1min46s 20 5.3s
(with circular corners)
Half geometry 4min35s 20 13.75s
(with circular corners)
Half geometry 3min21s 20 10.05s
(without circular corners)

Table 5: Computation time of the modal analysis (eigen frequency study) for the different
models. As the number of eigen frequencies to look for, set in Comsol parameters, was not
always the same, the computation time per eigen frequency was calculated.

As expected, table 5 shows that the computation time per eigen frequency is divided by 4
for the quarter model and by 2 for the half model compared to that of the original model.
Removing the lateral frame with the circular corners allow to reduce even more the computation
time. Indeed, the later frame represents a big area in which there are many mesh elements,
even if the mesh was made much coarser in this region of the device.
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3 Second part: a trench to modulate the quality factor

A layer of thickness Sithickness was added under the original device used in the first part
of the project (Fig. 8) and a semi-circular trench of radius R was made in this layer using etch
process: this is the released area (Fig. 8 (b)). This trench allow to modulate energy: some of
the acoustic waves get reflected and these reflected waves superimpose with the waves created
in the active part of the resonator. If the waves coming from the trench and those coming from
the electrodes enter in a constructive interference, their amplitude will increase, thus increasing
the quality factor. However, depending on the radius of the trench, the interference of these
waves can also be destructive. Andrea Lozzi et al. [3] have shown that the variation in Q is a
function of the release distance, L, between the active region of the resonator and the edge of
this released region. In this project, this release distance is the radius R of the trench. There
supposed to be a periodicity of the quality factor as a function on the radius of the trench [3],
due to the periodicity of the constructive and destructive interference. Hence the plot of the
quality factor as a function of the trench radius should give a sinusoidal curve.

(a) Top view
(b) Bottom view

Figure 8: New geometry. A layer of thickness Sithickness was added under the original device
and a semi-circular trench of radius R was made.
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Parameter Expression Value
sub_length 10*wavelength 1.2E-4 m
sub_width 5*wavelength 6E-5 m
sub_thickness 1/30*wavelength 4E-7 m
anchor_l par_anchor_l*wavelength 3E-6 m
anchor_w par_anchor_w*wavelength 9E-6 m
metal_thickness 0.100[um] 1E-7 m
bus_width 0.5*wavelength 6E-6 m
finger_length 99[um] 9.9E-5 m
finger_width 0.30*(wavelength/2) 1.8E-6 m
reflector_width 0.5*(finger_width) 9E-7 m
gap 9[um] 9E-6 m
wavelength 12[um] 1.2E-5 m
width_sides (wavelength*1) 1.2E-5 m
length_sides 100[um] 1E-4 m
potential 5[V] 5 V
par_anchor_w 2 2
par_anchor_l 2 2
foi 281.3e6 2.813E8
f 0.25 0.25
Sithickness 24[um] 2.4E-5 m
Siwidth 24[um] 2.4E-5 m
R 8[um] 8E-6 m

Table 6: Dimensions of the new device with the added layer and the semi-circular trench.

The table 6 resumes the parameters of this new model.

3.1 Boundary conditions and material of the added layer

The same boundary conditions and materials as before are applied on the original geometry
of section 2, located above the added layer. The figures 9, 10, 11 and 12 show where the
materials, the PML (Perfectly Match Layer) and the boundary conditions are applied on the
added layer. The material used in Comsol’s library for the silicon layer is "Si - Silicon (single-
crystal, isotropic)".
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(a) LiNBO3 X cut orient Y170◦(top view) (b) Silicon (bottom view)

(c) PML definiton (top view)

Figure 9: Material and Perfectly Match Layer definition

(a) Linear Elastic Material (bottom view) (b) Piezoelectric material (bottom view)

(c) Fixed constraint (bottom view)

Figure 10: Solid mechanics boundary conditions applied on the added layer.
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(a) Charge conservation (bottom view) (b) Zero charge (bottom view)

(c) Charge conservation, Piezoelectric
(bottom view)

Figure 11: Electrostatics boundary conditions applied on the added layer.

Figure 12: Piezoelectric Effect boundary conditions (Multiphysics) applied on the added layer
(bottom view).

3.2 Meshing of the new geometry

3.2.1 Original mesh and convergence analysis

The mesh used for this new geometry is based on theMESH_FOR_EIGmade by Christin
Roth during its semester project [1], which was slightly changed and optimized using her mesh
guideline. Indeed, the geometry used in this second part of the project is almost the same as
the one used in the first part. However, changes in the mesh had to be done due to the add of
the silicon layer with a semi-circular trench in it.

Following what have been said above:
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• mapped is used on fingers, bus and anchor (Fig. 13 (a));

• Free tetrahedral is used in the LiN layer above the trench since this region can’t be swept
due to the trench (Fig. 13 (c));

• Free triangular is used on the remaining regions (Fig. 13 (b));

• mapped and triangular meshes are swept along the thickness of the geometry.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 13: Type of mesh in the different regions of the device: (a) mapped; (b)Triangular; (c)
Tetrahedral.

There is one element along the thickness of the silicon layer as it is not a region of interest.
There is also one element along the the LiNbO3 (Lithium Niobate or LiN) substrate, the anchor,
the bus and the electrodes, since these are thin parts.

Once this initial mesh has been designed. A convergence analysis has to be made. This is
done by calculating the quality factor thanks to a modal analysis for different size of the mesh.
The mesh is said to be converged when the quality factor remains constant when the size of
the mesh decreases.

The size of the mesh is modulated by multiplying the original element size used in the
opitmized mesh MESH_FOR_EIG by a factor k (0.4 < k < 2). The elements size is then
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defined as : k · 0.083 · λ. By decreasing k, the size of the mesh decreases and the number of
degree of freedom increases. At first the convergence analysis was performed by making the
entire mesh finer and finer, then, as the computing time started to get very high, the rest of the
convergence analysis was done by making the mesh finer only in the regions of interest (i.e. the
trench, anchor, bus, electrodes, the LiN substrate at the center (under the electrodes) shown
in Fig. 14).

Figure 14: Regions of interest of the device. It includes the semi-circular trench, the anchor, the
bus, the active part of the resonator. The active part of the resonator includes the electrodes
and the LiN substrate under them.

To begin, the quality factor is calculated for different radii of the trench going from 5 um to
22 um. Therefore, the mesh needs to be converged for all of these radii. For a matter of time, it
was not possible to do a convergent analysis for all of them, therefore it will be performed for a
small radius (R = 8 um) and a bigger one (R = 20 um) to cover different orders of magnitude.
The mesh that converges for both radii is then used to get the quality factor for all radii.

Fig. 15 shows the convergence for both radii for a number of degrees of freedom of 2 000
000, which corresponds to a mesh factor of k=0.6.

(a) Q as a function of the mesh factor k (b) Q as a function of the degree of freedom

Figure 15: Convergence analysis. The mesh converges for a mesh factor of k = 0.6.

Therefore, the modal analysis for all radii will be performed using a mesh factor of k = 0.6
in the regions of interest (Fig. 16 (a)). The mesh used for the frame shown in Fig. 16 (b) is
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much coarser (k=4) since almost no stresses or displacements occur in that region in the SH0
mode as shown previously in Fig. 3. The mesh used for the frame above the trench (Fig. 16
(c)) is not too coarse (k = 2) as this region is very close to the active region of the device.

Mesh factor k region
0.6 Active part of the resonator
0.6 Bus
0.6 Anchor
0.6 Trench
2 Frame above the trench
4 Frame
4 Corner frame

Table 7: Size of the mesh in the different regions of the device. The mesh is fine in the active
part and much coarser in the frame.

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 16: Size of mesh in the different regions of the device. (a) Fine mesh is used for the
trench, anchor, bus, resonator body; (b) Coarse mesh is used for the frame and corner frame;
(c) Medium sized mesh is used for the frame above the trench.
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3.2.2 Refined and modified meshes

As no periodicity of the quality factor as function of the trench radius was observed using
the initial converged mesh described in table 7, several modifications were made in the mesh
and the Q vs R study was performed several times to try to obtain better results:

• In order to have a little margin ensuring that the mesh is converged, a mesh factor of
k=0.55 is used in the regions of interest;

• "Boundary layers" instead of "Free tetrahedral" mesh was used in the LiN layer above the
tench, as this region is close to the active part a change of mesh in this region may have
an influence;

• The mesh was refined in the trench (k = 0.45), as this region allows to modulate the
acoustic waves and is therefore critical;

• The mesh was then refined around the trench (k = 1.5 instead of k = 2). Indeed, the
silicon layer allow to dissipate energy coming from the resonator body and to reflect
acoustic waves. Hence it has an influence on the quality factor, and needs to be well
meshed.

• A new mesh was designed using quadrilateral elements ("Free quad" in Comsol Multi-
physics). The size of the mesh and the number of elements in thickness remain the same
as for the initial converged mesh.

3.3 Analysis of the quality factor trend as a function of the trench
radius

The study was performed using a modal analysis for each radius from R = 5 um to R = 24
um initially, with step of R = 1 um. Comsol is set to look for 15 eigen frequencies ω around the
resonant frequency fs = 282.5 MHz (obtained from the admittance curve in Fig. 17). Once the
SH0 mode is found, the quality factor is calculated using the formula Q = re(ω)

(2·im(ω)) , as already
explained in the first part of the project. For a matter of time, some Q versus R studies were
done for a smaller range of radii, which was sufficient to see a trend of the curve or not.

For some radii, two resonant modes appeared, one for a frequency (i.e. the real part of the
eigen frequeny ω) close to 282.3 MHz and another one close to 282.7 MHz. However, for most
radii, only a mode at 282.7 MHz were found. And the few modes found at 282.3 MHz were
often bad. Therefore, the study focused on the modes found at frequencies close to 282.7 MHz.
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Figure 17: Harmonic analysis ranging from 275 MHz to 375 MHz with step of 2MHz. The
admittance curve show a resonant frequency around 282.5 MHz.

Figure 18: Quality factor as a function of the trench radius for different meshes.

Whatever the size and type of mesh used, no periodicity of the quality factor was found and
the overall shape of the curves remain the same (Fig. 18). Using different mesh algorithms in
the thickness above trench (Boundary layers or free tetrahedral), as well as the use of a refined
mesh in the trench region induces slightly different quality factors. This shows that this is an
important region where many phenomena, i.e. stresses and displacements, occur. This is not
surprising since the trench allow to modulate the acoustic waves. However, even if these results
show that this region needs to be well meshed, the changes in quality factors are not significant
and this does not explain the non periodicity of the curve.
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The same study was performed with smaller radius step of R = 0.25 um (instead of 1 um
initially), to check if another trend was visible with more points on the curve. Another small
peak appears between a radius of R = 21 um and a radius of R = 22 um, but the shape of the
curve remain the same otherwise.

Figure 19: Quality factor as a function of the trench radius ranging from R = 1 um to R = 13
um, with radius step of R = 1 um, using the converged mesh refined around the trench region.

The Q versus R study ranging from R = 1 um to R = 13 um (fig. 19) shows a good
periodicity of the quality factors. Even if the amplitudes of the maximum vary, overall, the
curve looks sinusoidal. The radius step used for this study is big (R = 1 um), but measuring
the distance between two consecutive maximum peak (at R = 5 um, R = 8 um and R = 11
um) shows a periodicity, of 3 um. This is coherent with the work of Andrea Lozzi et al. [3] in
which it is explained that the periodicity of the quality factor as a function of the radius should
be λ/4. In this simulation, λ = 12 um, and the theoretical periodicity is therefore λ/4 = 3 um.

3.4 Vertical displacement above the trench

To check if a periodicity should be observed for radii ranging from R = 5 um to R = 24
um, the magnitude of the out-of-plane displacement is measured along a cutting line located
on top of the LiN substrate above the trench and which has the same length as the radius of
the trench. This is done for different radii and different meshes. This result shows the high
influence of the trench radius on the quality factors but also that the periodicity of the quality
factor as a function of the radius is highly dependant on the range of radii for which the study
is done.

If the model is well simulated, sinusoidal periodic displacement should be observed since
acoustic waves coming from the active region of the resonator go through the trench before
being dissipated in the silicon layer or reflected.

In figures 21 and 22 that show the vertical displacements measured along the normal cutting
line (going from the anchor to the edge of the silicon layer), it is clear that the finer and the
less distorted the mesh in and around the trench is, the more the curves look sinusoidal.
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(a) Normal cutting line (b) Diagonal cutting line

Figure 20: Cutting lines located on the top of the LiN substrate above the trench, on which
are measured the vertical displacements going from the anchor to the edge of the silicon layer.

(a) Refined mesh in and around the trench
region (b) Refined mesh in the trench

(c) Normal converged mesh (k=0.55 in the
regions of interest)

(d) Quad mesh (k=0.55 in the regions of
interest)

Figure 21: Vertical displacements measured along the normal cutting line above the trench,
from the anchor to the edge of the silicon layer, using different meshes for a trench radius
R = 11 um.
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(a) Refined mesh in and around the trench
region (b) Refined mesh in the trench

(c) Normal converged mesh (k=0.55 in the
regions of interest) (d) Quad mesh (k=0.55 in the regions of

interest)

Figure 22: Vertical displacements measured along the normal cutting line above the trench,
from the anchor to the edge of the silicon layer, using different meshes for a trench radius
R = 15 um.

The use of quad mesh in the semi-circular trench give very distorted elements since quadri-
lateral elements are not appropriate for circular geometries if not very well paremeterized. This
explains the bad shape of the curves which doesn’t look sinusoidal (Fig. 21 (d) and Fig. 22
(d)).

The shape of the curve can also be more or less sinusoidal depending on the radius. Indeed,
the trench allow to modulate the acoustic waves. Some radii allow to better modulate them
which induces a better quality factor and better looking acoustic waves.

For a good quality mesh in and around the trench region, the graph of the vertical dis-
placement as function of the arc length has a sinusoidal shape and looks periodic (Fig. 21 (a)
and Fig. 22 (a)). But even in these cases, measuring the distance between two consecutive
maximum or minimum peaks doesn’t show good periodicity as shown later in tables 8 and 9.

Also it is interesting to note that for each radius, even if the different meshes used show
different vertical displacements, all these meshes give almost the same Q versus R curves. So
even if the trench (which is an important region since it allows to modulate the acoustic waves)
is not very well meshed, it has not a huge influence on the overall quality factor of the device.

No better results were found for the vertical displacement along the diagonal cutting line.
However, it was noticed that the curve of the vertical displacements measured along the diagonal
cutting line was not the same as the one measured along the normal cutting line. It was expected
that the acoustic waves were semi-circular and propagated homogeneously in all directions in
the xy-plane in this region as shown in Andrea Lozzi et al. study [3]. These results shows that
this is not the case in these simulations. Even if the mesh is converged for the quality factor, it
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should be refined in the trench region to get more accurate results for the study of the vertical
displacements.

3.5 Periodicity of the vertical displacement as a function of the arc
length

Andrea Lozzi et al. explain that the periodicity of the vertical displacement as a function of
the arc length, i.e. the distance between two consecutive maximum or minimum peaks, should
be: λ/4 [3]. In the model used for this semester project, λ = 12 um, so a periodicity of λ/4 = 3
um should be observed.

Radius Cutting line Distance 1 Distance 2 Distance 3 Distance 4
[um] (Normal or diagonal) [um] [um] [um] [um]
6 Normal 6.15
6 Diagonal 5.025
11 Normal 4.49 4.21
11 Diagonal 6.895 4.43
11 Diagonal (minimum peaks) 4.325
16 Normal 4.1 4.67 4.67
16 Diagonal 4.33 4.2 4.1
22 Normal 7.68 4.3 4.94
22 Normal (minimum peaks) 5.23 4.3 4.6
22 Diagonal 4.175 4.4 4.36 4.72

Table 8: Distance between two consecutive peaks of the vertical displacement curve along the
normal and the diagonal cutting line, for different trench radii, using the normal converged mesh
(k=0.55 in the regions of interest). The distances are mostly measured between two consecutive
maximum peaks, and sometimes between two minimum peaks when it is mentioned. "Distance
1" refers to the distance between the first and the second peak, "distance 2" refers to the distance
between the second and the third peak, etc.

Radius Cutting line Distance 1 Distance 2
[um] (Normal or diagonal) [um] [um]
8 Normal 5.05
9 Normal 4.825 3.98
9 Normal (minimum peaks) 4.51
11 Normal 4.62
11 Normal (minimum peaks) 4.88
13 Normal 4.39 4.545
15 Normal 4.98 4.47

Table 9: Distance between two consecutive peaks of the vertical displacement curve along the
normal cutting line, for different trench radii, using the refined mesh in and around the trench.
The distances are mostly measured between two consecutive maximum peaks, and sometimes
between two minimum peaks when it is mentioned. The distances between bad quality peaks
were not always measured.
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Table 8 and 9 show that the distance between to consecutive maximum or minimum peaks
is never close to 3 um as it should be.

Using the refined mesh in the trench region doesn’t allow to get a periodicity closer to λ/4
(table 9) than with the normal converged mesh (table 8). However, the distances between two
consecutive peaks are more constant: between 4 um and 5 um, but closer to 5 um most of the
time as shown in table 9. It also show less aberrant values than with the normal mesh (table
8) which show distances between 4 um to 5 um but also much greater values such as 6 um or
7 um.

In this study, the quality of the elements of the mesh that are on the normal cutting line is
very important: they should be very fine and perfectly regular in order to see a good periodicity.
The aberrant values of some distances measured between to consecutive peaks could be due to
a distorded element.

3.6 A Figure of Merit to measure the energy going through the
trench

The motion measured in the the released portion of the substrate, i.e. the trench, should
be proportional to the energy loss through the anchor. Indeed, a part of the acoustic waves
produced in the active part of the resonator go through the trench before being dissipated in
the silicon layer [4]. This can be checked using the following Figure of Merit that represents
the strain energy going through the trench and transmitted into the inactive region:

FoM =
∫ L

0
w(x)2dx (1)

where w is the vertical displacement measured along the cutting line and L is the radius
of the trench. Numerical trapezoidal integration was peformed using Matlab to calculate the
FoM.

Same as for the Q versus R study, the FoM is calculated for different radii ranging from
R = 5 um to R = 24 um, with step of R = 1 um. This value represents the energy going
through the trench before it gets dissipated in the silicon layer. The higher the FoM the more
energy is dissipated.

Therefore, as the quality factor represents the energy loss (i.e. the lower the quality factor
the more energy is lost), it should be inversely proportional to the FoM, i.e. when the quality
factor shows a maximum, the FoM should show a minimum peak and vice versa. It is then
interesting to compare the graph of the quality factor and the graph of the FoM as function of
the radius.
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(a) Normal cutting line (b) Diagonal cutting line

Figure 23: FoM and quality factor as a function of the trench radius (in um) using the normal
converged mesh (k = 0.55 in the regions of interest).

(a) FoM (b) FoM without the final aberration

(c) FoM without the aberrations (d) Normalized FoM

Figure 24: FoM (obtained on the normal cutting line) and quality factor as a function of the
trench radius (in um) using the refined mesh (k = 0.45) in the trench.
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(a) FoM (b) Normalized FoM

Figure 25: FoM (obtained on the normal cutting line) and quality factor as a function of the
trench radius (in um) using the refined mesh in the trench (k = 0.45) and around the trench
region (k = 1.5).

Fig. 23 shows similar curves for FoM calculated on the normal and on the diagonal cutting
line. The values of the FoM are different for some peaks but the maximum and minimum occur
for the same radii and the overall shapes of the curves are the same.

The FoM and the quality factor are not exactly "reversed" as they should be, but most of
the times, FoM maximum correspond to low quality factor, and vice versa, as expected. This
is not the case for radius R = 6 um and R = 24 um where both FoM and quality factor show
a minimum and a maximum peak respectively, for the same radius. This may be due to bad
quality mesh or not enough points on the curves. Therefore, same studies were performed with
a finer mesh in the trench (Fig. 24) and then with a finer mesh around the trench region (Fig.
25).

Moreover, in Fig. 23, the FoM is very high for R = 10 um and R = 21 um, and specially for
R = 24 um, even with a refined mesh in the trench (Fig. 24 (a)). Therefore, in order to better
see a trend of the FoM curve, the FoM for R = 24 um was replaced by the previous value (i.e.
the FoM for R = 23 um) in Fig. 24 (b). In Fig. 24 (c), the FoM for R = 10 um and R = 21
um were also replaced by the average of their two adjacent values: this way, radii that show
maximum FoM have low quality factor and vice versa, as expected.

Another method to try to better see the trend of the FoM curve is to use a normalized FoM
following the formula:

FoMnormalized =
∫ L

0

[
w(x)

max(|w(x)|)

]2

dx (2)

The results are shown in Fig. 24 (d) and in Fig. 25 (b). In both figures the normalized FoM as
function of the radius varies much more than the quality factor and look more periodic. In Fig.
24 (d), for many radii, the FoM is low while the quality factor is high as expected, however,
for R = 11 um and R = 18 um, maximum appear for both FoM and Q, and for R = 19 um,
minimum appear for both FoM and Q, which should not happen. Fig. 25 (b) shows some radii
that have maximum normalized FoM and maximum quality factor in the same time. Therefore,
it looks actually worst than the FoM in Fig. 25 (a).

Overall, the use of normalized FoM doesn’t allow to see a better trend. Same goes for the
use of a refined mesh in and around the trench region which doesn’t improve the results (Fig.
25). However, replacing the aberrant values as shown in Fig. 24 (c) allow to see a trend of the
FoM: radii show a maximum FoM for low Q and vice versa. Using the normal converged mesh
allow to see the same trend (Fig. 23). But the FoM and the quality factor curves are never
really reversed compared to each other as they should be.
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3.7 Q versus R study with changes in the geometry

New dimensions and shapes of the frame and trench were applied on the original model
of section 3 (fig. 8) to see whether periodicity of the quality factor could be obtained. Same
boundary conditions and materials as before were applied, since only the shapes and dimensions
are changed. The meshes used are the converged meshes used previously, described in 3.2.

3.7.1 Q versus R study with a greater anchor length

The Q versus R study is performed for the model shown in fig. 8 but with a much greater
anchor length (anchor_l=22.5 um, instead of 3 um initially) and a radius step of R = 0.25 um
to see whether it has an impact on the periodicity of Q as a function of R.

Figure 26: Quality factor as a function of the trench radius with step of R = 0.25 um and an
anchor length of 22.5 um. No periodicity is observed.

This graph still doesn’t look sinusoidal and shows no periodicity of the quality factor.
Moreover, the quality factors are very different than with the original anchor length: this is not
surprising since the quality factor is very sensitive to small changes in the parameters.

3.7.2 Semi-circular frame

The frame of the geometry shown in fig. 8 is replaced by a semi-circular frame. Indeed, no
stresses or displacements were observed in the lateral regions of the previous frame. Therefore,
these regions are deleted. As the active part of the resonator remains unchanged, the same
quality factors should be observed as for the model in fig. 8. Several meshes were used:

• a converged mesh (k = 0.6 in the regions of interest) with one element along the thickness;

• a mesh with a mesh factor of k = 1 in the regions of interest but several elements in the
thickness;

• a converged mesh (k = 0.6 in the regions of interest) with several elements along the
thickness.
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Figure 27: New geometry. Only the frame (semi-circular) was changed compared to the previous
geometry.

Figure 28: Quality factor of the new geometry as a function of the trench radius (in um). No
periodicty is observed. The quality factors should be the same as for the previous geometry
since only the frame was changed, this is not what is observed here. Moreover, the quality
factor depends highly on the mesh.

The computation time has decreased a lot. However, fig. 28 shows no periodicity of the
quality factor as a function of the radius. Q is highly dependant on the size of the mesh and the
number of elements along the thickness which shows that this mesh is not converged anymore
after the geometry of the frame was changed. Therefore, the geometry of the frame has a high
influence on the quality factor. Indeed, the frame allow to dissipate and reflects the energy
created in the active part of the device. A new convergence analysis should be performed so
the same study can be performed with a suitable mesh.
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3.7.3 Rectangular trench

The semi-circular trench of the previous geometry was replaced by a rectangular trench with
a length length_side = 100 um (along the x axis). The height of the trench remain the same
as before (Sithickness). The quality factor is calculated with a modal analysis for different
depth (along the y axis, parameter R in Comsol) of the trench ranging from 3 to 18 um. The
mesh used is the converged mesh described in section 3.2.1.

Figure 29: New geometry with a semi-circular frame and a rectangular trench.

Figure 30: Quality factor of the new geometry with a rectangular trench as a function of
the trench depth (in um). The curve looks more periodic and sinusoidal than for the other
geometries. The normal converged mesh (k = 0.6 in the regions of interest) was used.

The computation time is approximately the same as for the geometry with the semi-circular
frame and the semi-circular trench. The curve of the quality factor as a function of the trench
depth looks more sinusoidal and periodic than for the other geometries but the quality factor
for a trench depth of 7 um is surprisingly high.
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3.8 Computation times for the modal analysis of the different ge-
ometries

Geometry Computation time per eigen
frequency and per radius

Original model with the added layer 106s
Semi-circular frame 49s
Rectangular trench 63s
(and semi-circular frame)

Table 10: Computation time of the modal analysis (eigen frequency study) for the different
models. As the number of eigen frequencies to look for, set in Comsol parameters, and the
range and step of radii studied, were not always the same, the computation time per eigen
frequency and per radius was calculated.

The mesh used to get these results is the normal converged mesh (k = 0.6 in the regions of
interest).

As expected the computation times are much lower for the geometries with semi-circular
frame. Indeed, the lateral parts of the frame of the original device with the silicon layer represent
a big volume, in which there are a lot of mesh elements, even if the mesh is made much coarser
in this region.

However, these computation times can also increase if other softwares are being used on the
computer while the simulations are running.

3.9 Quality factor obtained from the admittance curve

The quality factor was previously obtained with a modal analysis. It can also be obtained
from the admittance curve, in order to see if a better periodicity of the quality factor as a
function of the trench radius can be obtained. This new study is performed for the original
model of section 3 (Fig. 8) using the formula:

Q = fs
∆f3dB

(3)

where fs is the resonant frequency, and ∆f3dB is the difference (in absolute value) between the
two frequencies obtained on the admittance curve 3dB below the maximum peak.

To get accurate quality factors, the resolution of the admittance curves needs to be much
higher than in the previous parts of this project. To make sure that the resolution is good
enough, the following formula is used to calculate the step of the frequency:

step = fs
10 ·max(Q) (4)

From fig. 18, max(Q) = 4500 and from fig. 17, fs = 282.5 MHz, therefore the frequency
step is step = 0.006278 MHz.

As the frequency steps are very small, the range of frequencies used to plot the admittance
curve needs to be much smaller than previously, so the simulations don’t take too long. As
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only the frequencies at 3dB below the maximum of the admittance curve are required, and as
the resonant frequency doesn’t change much from one radius to another, the frequency range
for this study is taken using the frequencies found at 4dB or 5dB below the maximum of the
curve. In this case, the admittance curve is plotted for frequencies ranging from 281.875 MHz
to 283.1 MHz.

The goal is to use this method to get the quality factor for radii ranging from R = 5 um to
R = 24 um, then compare this Q versus R study with the one performed previously with the
modal analysis. To begin, this study is performed only for R = 12 um and R = 14 um (fig. 31
(a) and (b)).

(a) Normal converged mesh (k = 0.6 in the
regions of interest) from 281.875 MHz to

283.1 MHz with step of 0.006 MHz.

(b) Mesh with k = 1 in the regions of interest,
from 281.875 MHz to 283.1 MHz with step of

0.006 MHz.

(c) Mesh with k = 1 in the regions of interest,
from 275 MHz to 375 MHz with step of 2

MHz.

(d) Zoom of the admittance curve shown in
(c).

Figure 31: Admittance curves used to obtain quality factors.

The converged mesh used for the modal analysis may not be optimized to plot the admit-
tance curve (fig. 31 (a)), therefore, the same mesh was used with a mesh factor of k = 1
in the regions of interest to see whether better result can be obtained (fig. 31 (b)), follow-
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ing the mesh guideline of Christin Roth that uses coarser mesh for the harmonic analysis
(MESH_FOR_SWEEP ) than for the modal analysis (MESH_FOR_EIG).

From fig. 31 (a) and (b), it is hard to get the quality factor, no matter what is the size of
the mesh in the regions of interest. Therefore the admittance curve for the radius R = 14 um
was plotted for a wider range of frequencies (fig. 31 (c)): even if there is a spurious mode, it
doesn’t explain the problem since a zoom shown in fig. 31 (d) shows that this spurious mode
occurs for a frequency of 295 MHz so this is not visible in fig. 31 (a) and (b).

The quality factors were calculated for R = 12 um and R = 14 um using the admittance
curve of fig. 31 (a). For R = 12 um, fs = 282.62 MHz and ∆f3dB = 282.66−282.58 = 0.08 MHz,
thus Q = 3532 which correspond to the value obtained with the modal analysis. For R = 14 um,
using the maximum located at fs = 282.39 MHz, ∆f3dB = 282.3935− 282.3849 = 0.0086 MHz
and Q = 32 836 which is an aberrant value. However, using the second maximum located at
fs = 282.58 MHz, ∆f3dB = 282.6968− 282.38 = 0.3168 MHz and Q = 892, which corresponds
to the value obtained with the modal analysis.

In further investigations, this study could be performed for radii ranging from R = 5 um to
R = 24 um to see if the quality factors are always the same as for the modal analysis, or if a
better periodicity is obtained.

The confusion between several potential resonant frequencies (maximum peaks) shown in
fig. 31 (a) and (b) may be one reason which explains that the Q vs R study performed in
section 3.3 with the modal analysis didn’t show a sinusoidal shape or a good periodicity: the
SH0 mode may, for some radii, be found for a resonant frequency close to 282.3 MHz and, for
other radii, for a resonant frequency close to 282.7 MHz. However, an aberrant value of the
quality factor immediately shows if the wrong mode is selected, as shown above, which make
it easier to select the right mode.
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4 Conclusion

Through the first part of this semester project, it was attempted to reduce the computation
time of the simulation by simulating only a quarter then a half of the initial model. Several
boundary conditions at the cut edges of the quarter and the half model were applied in order
to take into account the symmetry of the geometry. Even if the computation times were much
lower (divided by 4 for the quarter model and by 2 for the half model), the simulations of
the quarter models were not reliable since the harmonic and modal analysis gave different
electromechanical coupling coefficient k2

t and quality factor Q than for the entire model. The
simulations of the half models with and without circular corners were reliable for the harmonic
analysis showing same k2

t as for the original model but gave different quality factors. Indeed,
the mesh used for these simulations is converged and optimized for the entire geometry but
may not be converged for the cut geometries. A convergence analysis was done for the half
model but it was difficult to see whether the mesh converged or not. In further investigations
a new mesh should be designed, and other boundary conditions should be applied on the cut
geometries at other locations than the cut edges to see if better results can be obtained. The
relative difference between the quality factor of the entire model and the quality factor of the
half one was also calculated for different anchor dimensions but this relative difference varied
a lot. If it had remained constant, then by knowing the quality factor of the half model, this
relative difference could have been used to get the quality factor of the entire geometry, no
matter what the geometrical dimensions are.

In the second part of the project, a silicon layer with a semi-circular trench was added under
the original device in order to modulate the energy and increase the quality factor. A modal
analysis was done to calculate the quality factor for a wide range of trench radii. A convergence
analysis was done for a small radius (R = 8 um) and a bigger one (R = 20 um).
The Q versus R graph ranging from R = 5 um to R = 24 um should show a periodicity and a
sinusoidal shape, which was not the case in this project: it didn’t show any periodicity, even if
different meshes were used, the quality factor remained the same. It can be due to the fact that
the converged mesh for R = 8 um and R = 20 um may not be converged for all radii for which
the study was performed. Further studies should investigate new meshes that converge for all
radii. Besides, the periodicity of the quality factor is highly dependant on the range of radii
for which the study is done. Indeed, a Q versus R study ranging from R = 1 um to R = 13 um
showed a good periodicity of the quality factor.

For radii ranging from R = 5 um to R = 24 um, the measure of the vertical displacement
along a line above the trench showed more sinusoidal and periodic curves but measures of
distance between two consecutive peaks didn’t show a good periodicity with values that vary
and that are far away from λ/4 which is the theoretical periodicity. FoM, that allows to measure
the energy going through the trench, didn’t give a reversed curve compared to that of the quality
factor as expected, but it showed low Q for maximum FoM and vice versa. Normalized FoM
didn’t give better results. The studies of the vertical displacement and of the FoM require a
high quality mesh in the trench region: even if the mesh is converged for the overall model,
distorted elements in the trench can totally change the results of these two studies.

The Q versus R study was also performed with a much greater anchor length but didn’t
show a better periodicity. Same goes for the study done for the model with a semi-circular
frame: several meshes were used, including a mesh with more elements in the thickness. These
meshes gave different quality factors, showing that a new convergence analysis should be done
for this geometry. Such a mesh with several elements in the thickness could also be used for
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the original model with the silicon layer of section 3, to see if a sinusoidal shape of the Q vs
R curve can be obtained for radii ranging from R = 5 um to R = 24 um. Such a mesh was
designed but the study couldn’t be completed since the computation time was very high.
The model with rectangular trench and semi-circular frame gave better periodicity of the quality
factor as a function of the trench radius. Moreover, the use of semi-circular frame allow to reduce
significantly the computation time.

The admittance curves were plotted and utilized to get the quality factors of the original
model of section 3, for trench radii of R = 12 um and R = 14 um. This method gave almost
the same values as with the modal analysis. In further studies, this analysis should be done for
a wider range of radii to see if better periodicity of the quality factors could be obtained or if
the quality factors remain the same as with the modal analysis.

Finally, I would like to acknowledge the great help and advices provided by Muhammad
Faizan and Professor Guillermo Villanueva during this semester project.
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